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 Researchers point at the need to study the creative processes of students in 

problem solving, as these may indicate how to encourage creative problem 

solving. The present research attempts to study, based on the heuristic 

framework of Polya, pre-service teachers' flexibility processes when they solve a 

mathematical problem with technology.  The research was held in a teacher 

college, where two second-year classes of 49 mathematics pre-service teachers 

(24 in the academic year 2017-2018 and 25 in the academic year 2018-2019) 

participated in the research. The pre-service teachers were requested to solve the 

halving-the-rectangle problem with technology, specifically with the GeoGebra 

software. The research results indicated that generally the participants, who 

performed flexibility processes, used a sequence of creativity processes: 

conjecturing, specialization, verifying consequences with technology and 

generalization.  The conjecturing process utilized mathematical relationship or 

inference from analogy, where the inference from analogy advanced gradually 

through solution modifications. 
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Introduction 

 

Researchers have been interested in students' problem solving for a long time, especially in students' processes 

and heuristics in engaging with this solving. Polya (1954, v. II, p. 120) observed, regarding the mathematician's 

processes and heuristics of doing mathematics that in „„trying to solve a problem, we consider different aspects 

of it in turn, we roll it over and over in our minds; variation of the problem is essential to our work‟‟. Freiman 

and Sriraman (2007, p. 24) claim that “heuristics can be viewed as a decision-making mechanism, which lead 

the mathematician down a certain path, the outcome of which may or may not be fruitful”. This could also be 

claimed for the fruitfulness of the work of the mathematics student whose decision-making concerns creative 

doing. In addition, Chernoff and Sriraman (2015) argue, agreeing with Polya (1954), that in verifying 

conjectures and looking for patterns, mathematicians use a variety of heuristics such as (1) verifying 

consequences, (2) successively verifying several consequences, (3) verifying an improbable consequence, (4) 

inferring from analogy, (5) deepening the analogy. The present study utilizes the previous heuristics framework 

to study the creative problem solving processes carried out by pre-service teachers when they solve a 

mathematical problem that requests to halve a rectangle.   

 

 

Mathematical Creativity 

 

Mann (2006) emphasizes that though several attempts has been done to define the meanings associated with 

mathematical creativity, no accepted definition has been achieved. In addition, Sriraman (2005) points out that 

some of the existing definitions of creativity are vague or elusive, which indicates the complexity of this 

construct. Creativity definitions given in the literature could be classified into two categories: definitions based 

on the final product and those based on the process (James, Lederman-Gerard & Vagt-Traore , 2010). Defining 

mathematical creativity as a final product, Chamberlin and Moon (2005) describe it as the exceptional ability to 

suggest useful and original solutions to problems. This condition of usefulness is not accepted by Sriraman 

(2009) who argues against the need for usefulness as a criterion for mathematical creativity, for it is enough to 

consider the originality of the work. Researchers who defined creativity as process described it as “the process 

of formulating a hypothesis concerning cause and effect in a mathematical situation, testing and retesting these 

hypotheses and making modifications and finally communicating the results” (Singh, 1988, p. 15). This 

definition of creativity as a process could also be connected to problem solving; a connection that has been 

pointed at by researchers (Isaksen,1995). Newell, Shaw and Simon (1962) say that problem solving becomes 

creative when one or more of the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the product has novelty and value; (2) 

the thinking requires modification or rejection of previous ideas; (3) the thinking is done in conditions of high 
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motivation and persistence, and it takes place over either a considerable time or at high intensity; and (4) the 

problem as initially posed is vague or ill-defined.  Newell, Shaw and Simon (1962) further argue that the 

processes involved in creative and non-creative problem solving do not show particular differences between the 

two. In the present research, we adopt this approach to study pre-service teachers‟ creative processes in problem 

solving with technology, which enables us to base our study on the problem solving heuristics described by 

Polya (1954) and lately by Chernoff and Sriraman (2015).  

 

 

Mathematical Problem Solving and Mathematical Creativity with Technology 

 

Researchers have also been interested in contexts that encourage students‟ creativity. Karademir (2016) argued 

that project-based activities allow students to imagine the scientific relationship in the topic that they learn 

which affects their scientific thinking and creativity levels. Admiraal et al. (2019) emphasized that studies in the 

contribution of remote labs to students‟ learning mentioned the positive impact of these labs on students‟ 

creativity. Daher and Anabousy (2018a, 2018b) found that what-if-not strategy context enrich students‟ 

creativity in mathematics. Daher, Tabaja-Kidan and Gierdien, (2017) found that the Cognitive Research Trust 

(CoRT)  thinking  program  influenced significantly grade six students‟ creativity in mathematics. Technology 

has been suggested as a tool for mathematics teaching and learning (Daher, Baya'a & Anabousy, 2018; Serhan 

& Almeqdadi, 2020). The National Council of Mathematics Teachers (NCTM) (2008) says that mathematics 

students at different levels, in a well-articulated mathematics program and with the guidance from effective 

mathematics teachers, can use technological tools to gain access to problem-solving contexts, to explore 

problems and to identify them. Limjap (2002) describes technology as lessening the cognitive load of working 

with a mathematical problem by helping the learner acquire a problem schema. Furthermore, researchers 

reported how technology assists students in their problem solving. Specifically, Daher (2009) reported that the 

participating college students considered applets as tools that helped them understand the problem, re-construct 

it with technology, and thus have ideas how to solve it.  

 

As to the contribution of technology to creativity, Clements (1995) argues that educational research indicates no 

single effect of technology on creativity, because it can function as supporting either uncreative drill or creative 

production. Nevertheless, Clements claims that the technology-based curriculum and the teacher who integrates 

it in the mathematics classroom are essential elements in realizing the curriculum full potential. Furthermore, 

Idris and Nor (2010) agree with Clements (1995) in highlighting the significant role of the teacher, saying that 

technological tools, under the guidance of a skillful teacher, create a rich mathematical learning environment 

that helps expose students for diversified experiences, which nurtures their general mathematical creativity. 

Sophocleous and Pitta-Pantazi (2011) report that though sixth grade students' creative abilities in three-

dimensional (3D) geometry were very low in two studies that they conducted, an interactive 3D geometry 

software environment enhanced the creativity abilities of the participating students by offering them 

opportunities to imagine, synthesize and elaborate, which enhanced the students‟ creative abilities. Daher and 

Anabousy (2018a, 2018b) found that technology assists students in their fluency, flexibility, originality and 

overall creativity. Rohaeti, Bernard and Primandhika (2019) found that students‟ creativity in creating 

interactive learning media increased when using open-ended Visual Basic Application for Excel. The present 

research attempts to understand the processes aspect of creativity, when the learner engages in problem solving 

with technology. It does that, based on the heuristics framework described by Polya (1954).  

 

 

The Heuristics Framework 
 

Chernoff and Sriraman (2015), following Polya (1954), describe the heuristics that the mathematician uses in 

looking for mathematical patterns as (1) verifying consequences, (2) successively verifying several 

consequences, (3) verifying an improbable consequence, (4) inferring from analogy, (5) deepening the analogy. 

In the following we try to define these heuristics and other related processes of problem solving described by 

Polya (1954). Polya (1954) describes „verify‟ and „verification‟ in the context of establishing the truth of a 

claim/theorem being conjectured inductively (e.g. v. I, p.6; v. II, p. 4). He reminds that „a single verification‟ 

does not prove the theorem, but each verification adds strength to the conjecture, increasing its plausibility, but 

not enough to prove it (p. 7). Regarding verifying consequences, Polya says that a claim can be verified by 

verifying its consequences, where the refutation of the consequence implies the refutation of the original claim. 

At the same time, the verification of the consequence does not prove the claim but renders it more credible (v. 

II, p. 4), which is also done by successively verifying several consequences, especially when the consequences 

are different from each other (v. II, p. 6). Polya emphasizes that if an improbable consequence is verified, this 

verification renders the original claim very much more credible (v. II, p. 8).  
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Regarding inferring from analogy, Polya considers analogy a „sort of similarity‟ and “Similar objects agree with 

each other in some aspect. If you intend to reduce the aspect in which they agree to definite concepts you regard 

those similar objects as analogous” (v. I, p. 13). Moreover, he describes the clarification of an analogy as 

“getting down to clear concepts” regarding the aspects of analogy (v. I, p. 13). Furthermore, Polya claims “A 

conjecture becomes more credible when an analogous conjecture turns out to be true” (v. II, p. 10). In addition, 

deepening the analogy entails verifying different analogies of a claim (pp. 10-11). Furthermore, Mazur (2014) 

describes a special type of analogy „Analogy by expansion‟ which occurs when the learner has a concept, and 

intends to expand this concept, keeping its structure. In addition to the above components of the heuristics 

framework, Polya (1954) describes problem solving processes, such as generalization, specialization and 

analogy. He describes generalization as "passing from the consideration of a given set of objects to that of a 

larger set, containing the given set" (v. I, p. 12). Specialization is "passing from the consideration of a given set 

of objects to that of a smaller set, contained in the given set" (v. II, p. 13). Polya (1954), as described above, also 

states that “analogy is a sort of similarity” (v. II, p. 13). 

 

 

Research Goals and Rationale 

 
The present research intends to utilize the heuristics framework of Polya (1954) to analyze pre-service teachers‟ 

processes in creative problem solving. It meets the call of mathematics education researchers to conduct 

research on students' processes in solving mathematical problems creatively (Sriraman, 2005; Sriraman, Yaftian 

& Lee, 2011). The need for research on students‟ creativity processes is especially true when these processes are 

performed in a technological environment; an environment shown to be productive to problem solving in 

general (Barrera-Mora & Reyes-Rodríguez, 2013). Utilization of Polya‟s heuristics framework would contribute 

to deeper understanding of students‟ creative processes; here their flexibility ones.  

 

 

Methods 
 

Research Context and Participants 

 

The research was held in a teacher college, where two second-year classes of 49 mathematics pre-service 

teachers (24 in the academic year 2016-2017 and 25 in the academic year 2017-2018) participated in the 

research. The pre-service teachers were requested to solve the halving-the-rectangle problem with technology, 

specifically with the GeoGebra software. The pre-service teachers did not work with GeoGebra before, and were 

introduced to it in two-lesson time; each lesson lasted for two hours. They experimented during these lessons, 

drawing geometric shapes without and with conditions, and measuring the edges and angles of the shapes.  

 

 

Data Collection and Analysis Tools 
 

The participating pre-service teachers in the two classes were requested to solve halving-the-rectangle task with 

GeoGebra, and the data was collected from their answers that were of two types: (1) Geogebra files that 

included the products of students‟ work and Word files that included descriptions of the processes that the 

students performed to solve the halving-the-rectangle task. Following is the statement of the task. We want to 

divide a rectangle into two equal parts in as many ways as possible. How can we do that? We want to draw all 

the possible ways. We want to describe and reflect how we solved the problem and how we found different 

ways of solution. In addition, we want to reflect about the role of technology in our solution of the problem. In 

the present research, we refer to the task as halving-the-rectangle task.  

 

To analyze the creative problem solving processes of the pre-service teachers, we used the above heuristics 

framework suggested by Polya (1954). Analyzing the creative processes, we distinguished between fluency and 

flexibility processes. In the present research we assumed that fluency processes occur when a pre-service 

teacher gave another solution of the mathematical problem while satisfying one of two conditions: (1) without 

changing any condition of the previous solution, or (2) changing a condition that has been changed previously. 

This assumption agrees with Leikin‟s definition of fluency to refer to the continuity of ideas and flow of 

associations (Leikin, 2009, p. 129). We also assumed that flexibility processes occur when the student changes 

the first time, one condition, two conditions, etc. of the first solution. This also agrees with Leikin‟s definition of 

flexibility to refer to changing ideas and approaching a problem in various ways (ibid). When the pre-service 
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teacher kept changing the same one condition, two condition, etc., we considered this process, to be a fluency 

process.  

 

Two experienced coders coded the participants‟ processes. The agreement between the coders (Cohen‟s Kappa 

coefficient) gave: 0.98 for the fluency processes and 0.97 for the flexibility processes. These results ensured the 

reliability of the qualitative coding. In addition to the previous computations, to validate our analysis methods, 

we triangulated our methods with those of Leikin and Kloss (2011). In more detail, we compared the products of 

these processes with those obtained by following Leikin and Kloss (2011). The fluency processes, as described 

above, yielded the same solutions considered to belong to fluency by Leikin and Kloss (2011). The flexibility 

processes, as described above, yielded solutions that belong to different groups of solutions in the solution 

space, as suggested by Leikin and Kloss (2011).  

 

 

Findings 
 

Generally, the participants, who arrived at flexibility processes, used one main sequence of heuristics to solve 

creatively halving-the-rectangle task. This sequence consisted of the following heuristics: Conjecturing using 

mathematical relationships, making specializations that included a specific conjecture, verifying the 

consequence of the specific conjecture with technology, making appropriate generalizations, conjecturing 

through the inference/deepening the inference from analogy by changing one or more of the conditions of the 

problem, making specializations/successive specializations with technology, making an appropriate 

generalization. An example of the above sequence of processes is the following: 

(1) Conjecturing, through using mathematical relationships: “The rectangle can be halved by dividing it 

into two congruent shapes and choosing one of them to be the half”.  

(2) The previous conjecture was followed by performing specializations related to it. Each specialization 

included a specific conjecture as "the congruent shapes could be rectangles/triangles/trapeziums, etc." 

and, at the same time, it included verifying the consequences of it.  

 

Figure 1 shows solutions that could have resulted from the specialization, including the specific conjecture and 

its verification.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Specializations Related to the First Conjecture 

 

In the above solutions, every solution is the first solution that could have developed according to the sequence 

that will be described below: 

(3) The verification was followed by an appropriate generalization: 'the rectangle can be halved by 

partitioning it into two congruent shapes which could be rectangles/triangles/trapeziums/etc. Parallel to 

this generalization, and as a result of verifying an improbable consequence, the students generalized that 

'a rectangle could not be halved into two congruent parallelograms that are not rectangles or into two 

congruent circles'.   

(4) The sequence of the above four heuristics was recurred after choosing a specific case of getting two 

congruent shapes (e.g., the congruent shape could be a rectangle). This time it started by conjecturing 

through inferring from analogy: "Changing one condition of the previous solution could result in another 

solution". This conjecturing was followed, as before, by a specialization which included two processes as 

above. First, it included a related conjecture involving changing a specific condition of the previous 

solution (e.g., the number of equal parts, on condition that it stays even), and second, it included the 

verification of the consequence of the related conjecture with technology. In the previous inferring, the 

analogy of the second solution to the first one was in the congruence/similarity of the shapes of parts 

(rectangles were used to partition the original rectangle) and in the feature that each pair of these adjacent 

rectangles had one rectangle in each half.  

                    1a                1b   1c 

1d      1e   1f 
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Solutions obtained by the above described heuristics started by changing the number of parts, for example into 

10, and then into 20 as in Figure 2, to obtain different new solutions. The previous process was, at the 

beginning, a flexibility process because it involved changing one feature of the first solution – the number of 

parts, on condition that it stays even. This process was followed by fluency processes involving additional 

changes of the same condition. This resulted in new solutions that differed from the upper left shape in Figure 1 

in the number of parts. The new solutions that followed the upper left one in Figure 1 are considered 

successively verifying consequences of the inferring from analogy.  

 
Figure 2. Changing the „Number of Parts‟ Condition 

 

(5) The successive consequences were obtained through performing specializations and resulted in a 

strategy-generalization "changing the number of rectangular parts and keeping the rest of the conditions 

results in halving the rectangle", which was accompanied with a solution-generalization "The rectangle 

could be halved by partitioning it into an even number of equal - area rectangles and choosing one of 

every two adjacent parts". 

(6) The previous sequence of processes recurred, but this time the first conjecturing was done through 

deepening the inference from analogy. The sequence progressed by successively making specializations 

through related conjectures and verification of these conjectures with the help of technology. This 

progress constituted successive verification of consequences.  

 

The deepening of inference was done by changing at least two features of the first solution. The products of the 

sequences of creativity processes are described below, where the number of changed features starting from the 

first solution is denoted by NCF (Note that NCF above, in the case of inferring from analogy, is 1). The first 

product/solution, in all the following sequences of creativity processes, is a flexibility product/solution, while 

the second is a fluency product/solution. In each of these sequences, the first product is a result of changing a 

new condition, while the second is a result of changing the same new condition.  

 

NCF= 2 

The changed features: Number of parts – that stays even, adjacency of parts 

Examples on products: 

 

Figure 3. Changing Two Conditions; the New Changed Condition Is the Adjacency of Parts 

 

NCF= 3 

The changed features: The previous two features & the even/odd property of the number of parts. 

Examples on products: 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Changing Three Conditions; Where the New Changed Condition Is the Even/Odd Property of the 

Number Of Parts. The Fluency Process Is Related to the Number of Odd Parts 

4a     4b 

 

2a     2b 

 

3a     3b 
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NCF=4 

The changed features: The previous three features & the width of parts. 

Examples on products: 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Changing Four Conditions; The New Changed Condition Is the Width of Parts. The Fluency Process 

Is Related To the Number of Parts Having Different Width 

 

NCF=5 

The changed features: The previous four features & the shape of the part. 

Examples on products: 

 

In Figure 6a, the part has been changed into a triangle, while in Figure 6b it has changed into a parallelogram.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Changing Five Conditions; the New Condition Is the Shape of the Part 

 

In Figure 7a, there are two types of parts in addition to the rectangle; a triangle and a circle. Note that in Figure 

6a, for example, there is one type of parts in addition to the rectangle: the triangle.  

 

NCF=6 

The changed features: The previous five features & the sameness of the parts. 

Examples on products: 

 
 

 

Figure 7. Changing Five Conditions; the New Condition Is the Sameness of Parts 

 

The changed features: The previous six features & the equality of areas of the coloured and uncoloured 

parts that constitute the rectangular part.  

Examples on products: 

 

In Figure 8a, the colored part of the rectangular part is sometimes not equal in area to the uncolored part in the 

same rectangular part. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Changing Five Conditions; the New Condition Is the Equality of Areas of the Colored and Uncolored 

Parts of Which the Rectangular Part Is Constituted 
 

Every sequence of creativity processes above, for NCF=2 or more, resulted in an appropriate strategy-

generalization and solution-generalization as in the case of NCF=1 above. In addition, when NCF=6, or 7, the 

first product/solution is a flexibility one, and the next are fluency ones.  Two further remarks: First, not all the 

participants advanced to NCF=6, or 7, where some of them stopped at NCF=2, 3, 4, or 5. Second, the first 

6a     6b 

7a     7b 

 

8a     8b 

 

5a     5b 
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conjecture differed between the participants. Two examples on such conjectures are: “the rectangle can be 

halved by dividing it into two congruent shapes and colouring one of them" and "the rectangle can be divided by 

using a specific shape and colouring half of them.”  

 

 

Discussion 
 

In the present research, we utilized the heuristics of Polya (Chernoff & Sriraman, 2015; Polya, 1954) to describe 

pre-service teachers' creative processes in halving the rectangle using technology. The research results indicated 

that generally the participants, who arrived at advanced flexibility processes (NCF=6 or 7), used one main 

sequence of creativity processes, where this sequence consisted of: conjecturing, specialization, verifying 

consequences with technology and generalization. The first process in the sequence involved using 

mathematical relationship or inference from analogy, while the second process, which involved “making 

specializations”, constituted of two processes: conjecturing utilizing specific cases of the first conjecture and 

verifying the consequences of the specific conjecture with technology. In addition, the first process proceeded 

according to the sequence: 'using inference from analogy through changing one condition of the solution', 

“deepening the inference from analogy by changing two or more conditions”. This proceeding of the sequence 

led into creative products/solutions that included fluency and flexibility products. These results indicate that 

Polya's heuristics could be used by learners to arrive at different types of creative solutions of mathematical 

problems.  

 

In addition to the above, the inference and deepening the inference from analogy were done through applying 

the strategy of changing/modifying at least one feature of the previous product/solution, a strategy that was 

found to facilitate students' mathematical creativity (Voica & Singer, 2013). This potential of the activity 

modification to encourage students‟ creativity in general has long been acknowledged by Newell, Shaw and 

Simon (1962) who claimed that problem solving becomes creative when the student‟s thinking of a problem 

solution focuses on modification or rejection of previously accepted ideas. The contribution of the problem 

modification to students' creativity helps the learner overcome the fixation that could occur in problem solving 

(Haylock, 1997). Furthermore, the problem solution‟s modification, as could be concluded from the description 

above, proceeded from simple to more complex modification of the solution, which would support problem 

solvers in their movement into advanced flexibility processes. In addition, the specialization process, which was 

performed after each modification, included conjecturing and verifying consequences with technology, where 

the modification resulted in analogies of a solution/product. Here the 'conjecturing by analogy'-verification pair 

of the specialization were intertwined, pointing at analogy by expansion (Mazur, 2014) in which the pre-service 

teachers expanded the solution/product by flexibility processes and accompanying fluency processes.  

 

Technology, as described above, supported principally the successive verification of several consequences of a 

conjecture. This support was achieved through the facilitation of primarily the measurement of areas related to a 

specific consequence. This facilitation enabled the comparison between the areas of the parts and thus the 

verification if there are two sets of shapes of which the rectangle is constituted and which the two sums of their 

areas are equal. We argue that technology in the case that we report helped the smooth movement from a 

generalization into its specializations. The first specialization led into flexibility solution, while the successive 

ones led into fluency ones. Specifically, technology helped the smooth movement to fluency solutions, for it 

facilitated the repetitive modification of a specific condition. As described above, the creativity of the 

participating pre-service teachers advanced through repetitive modifications, which led to advanced flexible 

processes, where advanced flexibility processes here are related to the number of conditions/features that the 

solver changes starting from his/her first solution. More research is needed for studying these advanced 

flexibility processes as they develop from solution modification.  

 

In addition, the participants' creative problem solving was similar in the common processes. At the same time, 

the participants' creative problem solving differed in some characteristics of these processes as the order of the 

conditions that they changed. The creative problem solving was different also in their geometric specifications 

during the conjecturing part of the specialization. For example, the participants who decided to use congruence 

to halve the rectangle differed in how they achieved the congruency. Some of them drew rectangular parts; 

others drew triangular parts, while some drew other congruent parts. We argue that the common creativity 

processes which the participants performed imply that creative processes, including advanced flexibility ones, 

could be subject to education; i.e. students could be educated to be creative in their problem solving processes. 

On the other hand, the particular processes imply that there is room for the individual student to be different in 

his or her creativity in mathematical problem solving, which gives more space for creativity. The 
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encouragement of creativity processes could happen when using open-ended problems (Daher & Anabousy, 

2018a), as halving-the-rectangle described in the present research.  

 

 

Conclusions 
 

The present research intended to study, by utilizing the heuristics of Polya pre-service teachers' creative 

processes in halving the rectangle using technology. The modification of the previous solution enabled the 

participants to arrive at new and different solutions; i.e. creative ones. A sequence of creativity processes was 

identified, where this sequence consisted of: conjecturing, specialization, verifying consequences with 

technology and generalization. This sequence could be utilized by mathematics teachers to encourage the 

creativity of their students. Teachers who use open teaching could utilize the modification strategy to encourage 

the creativity of their students, especially their flexibility. The present research‟s results indicated that 

technology was used by the pre-service teachers to verify the consequence of their conjecturing. This indicates 

that technology has different roles in students‟ learning of mathematics which indicates the need to utilize it as 

dynamic tool that helps the student to verify her or his conjectures, which would make the afterwards 

justification process more approachable. The present research was interested in the contribution of modifications 

that follow Polya‟s heuristics to pre-service teachers‟ flexibility. More research is needed to verify how 

modifications that utilize the heuristics of Polya could contribute to school students‟ flexibility, especially in the 

presence of technology.  
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